Decode/Encode URI scripts for Typinator

This package contains JavaScript extensions for encoding and decoding URIs and URI components.

Version:	1.0
Release Date:	2016-05-03
Requirements:	Typinator 6.7.1 or newer; OS X 10.7 or newer
Author:	Ergonis Software

Installation

This package contains four JavaScript files (extension “scpt”) that enable Typinator to encode and decode URIs (such as web URLs) as well as URI components.
To use the scripts, first install them in the Scripts folder inside the Includes folder:
To open the "Includes" folder, select any text expansion in the Typinator window, then click the {…} pop-up menu and choose Open "Includes" Folder / „Includes“-Ordner öffnen / Ouvrir le dossier “Includes”.
The Includes folder should contain a subfolder named "Scripts". If there is no such folder, create it.
Copy the script files from this package into the Scripts folder.

Usage

After installation, you will find the following items in the Scripts submenu of the {…} pop-up next to the expansion field in the Typinator window:
	Decode URI Component
	Decode URI
	Encode URI Component
	Encode URI
Select one of these items to insert the corresponding placeholder in an expansion, such as:
	{Scripts/Encode URI.scpt URI}
Replace the parameter (here: the “URI” at the end) with the URI that you want to encode. For example, if you want to use the script to encode an HTTP URL from the clipboard, use the following invocation:
	{Scripts/Encode URI.scpt {clip}}

The “Encode” scripts translate unsupported characters into UTF-8 escape sequences that are accepted in URIs. The “Decode” scripts perform the opposite translation.
The “URI” variants take entire URIs and converts them into a web-safe character set. For example,
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Déjà_vu
is translated into
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A9j%C3%A0_vu
The “URI Component” variants are meant for use with URI parameters (after a question mark in a URI) instead of a whole URI.

Internally, the scripts invoke corresponding JavaScript functions. For more information about these functions, see the following pages:
	encodeURI:	http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_encodeURI.asp
	decodeURI:	http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_decodeuri.asp
	encodeURIComponent:	http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_encodeuricomponent.asp
	decodeURIComponent:	http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_decodeuricomponent.asp

Implementation

If you want to write your own scripts, you can use these scripts as starting points that demonstrates the following techniques:
Accepting a parameter that was passed from the script invocation.
Telling Typinator which default value should appear in the placeholder.
Testing scripts by running them in Script Editor.
For further information about how to write scripts for Typinator, please visit our "Download Extras" web page and download the "Creating Typinator Scripts" package.


